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Abstract

We present an evaluation of Czech low-
dimensional distributed word representa-
tions, also known as word embeddings.
We describe five different approaches to
training the models and three different cor-
pora used in training. We evaluate the re-
sulting models on five different datasets,
report the results and provide their further
analysis.

1 Introduction

Distributed word representations, often referred to
as word embeddings, have received a lot of atten-
tion in recent years, and they have been used to im-
prove results in many NLP tasks. The term itself
refers to representing words as low-dimensional
real-valued vectors (usually with dimensionality
of 50-1000), and is opposed to explicit sparse
representations, i.e. representing words as high-
dimensional vectors of 0s and 1s (usually with di-
mensionality in the tens of thousands).

Many different models have been proposed (see
section 2). By their nature, these models are
language-independent (given the language can be
tokenized) but usually the reported results are
measured using only English. This is encouraged
not only by English being the standard scientific
language, but also by the availability of English
text corpora and, even more importantly, English
datasets to evaluate the models on.

We have decided to perform an intrinsic evalu-
ation of embedding models on Czech. We have
identified several successful models to evaluate,
collected existing datasets to evaluate them on and
designed two more datasets to extend the evalu-
ation. We should note that we do not perform
downstream-task evaluation, even though it might
not correlate well with the intrinsic evaluation
(Tsvetkov et al., 2015). We also use the models

with their default parameters and only try chang-
ing the corpus they are trained on.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
first, we describe related work (section 2). We
continue with a description of selected models
(section 3), corpora used in training (section 4)
and the datasets (section 5). Finally, we present
the results (section 6).

2 Related work

Related work could be clustered into three groups
of papers.

First, we should mention papers performing
evaluation of Czech word embeddings. Such eval-
uation exists for Word2Vec and GloVe using anal-
ogy corpus (Svoboda and Brychcı́n, 2016), how-
ever we are not aware of any more recent evalua-
tion (which would cover also more recent models).
Still, some papers evaluate some word embed-
dings in the context of a new dataset, as is the case
of Czech similarity-relatedness dataset (Konopik
et al., 2017).

Second, there are intrinsic evaluations of em-
beddings. These are usually part of new model
proposals but there are exceptions. A notable one
is a comparison by Baroni et al (2014), and also
the work by Levy and Goldbert (2014), though
this paper proposes another objective to solving
analogies. Tsvetkov (2015) should also be men-
tioned for showing that intrinsic evaluation of em-
beddings need not correlate with performance on
downstream tasks, and Nayak et al (2016) pro-
posed a suite to test word embeddings.

Finally, there are model proposals. The most fa-
mous one is probably Word2Vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013a), which has later been extended to fastText
(Bojanowski et al., 2017). Despite being so well
known, Word2Vec is neither the older (cf. e.g. the
work by Schütze (1993)) nor the only one. An-
other famous models include GloVe (Pennington
et al., 2014), LexVec (Salle et al., 2016b), ELMo
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(Peters et al., 2018) or a recent model BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2018).

In addition to models themselves, there are pro-
posals on altering the trained model so that it bet-
ter fits a purpose, e.g. by transforming the vector
space to get vectors of synonyms closer to each
other and increase the distance between antonym
vectors (Faruqui et al., 2014; Mrkšić et al., 2016).

3 Selected models

In this section, we outline each of the selected
models. We also report which implementation we
use in our experiments.

Following some literature, we characterize each
model as either predictive (trained by learning to
predict a word) or counting (trained using co-
occurences counts).

Unfortunately, it has not been feasible to train
some model-corpus combinations.1 We were not
able to train fastText on Czech National Corpus
using forms and LexVec on Czech National Cor-
pus using either forms or lemmata. We have also
not trained BERT on our own, instead, we only use
a pre-trained model.

3.1 Word2Vec

Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a,b) is proba-
bly the most famous neural embedding model.
The same name actually refers to two different
architectures – called continuous bag of words
(CBOW) and skip-gram (SG).

Both architectures are basically feed-forward
networks. CBOW’s inputs are words (tokens)
within another word’s context and its golden out-
put is the surrounded word. Often, context win-
dow of size 5 is used, i.e. five words preceding
and five words following the predicted word form
the inputs. There’s one projection layeyr between
input and output layers. For skip-gram, it is the
other way round, i.e. one word forms the input
and words surrounding it are predicted. In both
architectures, all words share the projection layer,
which reduces the number of parameters to train,
and thus the training time.

When using Word2Vec without specifying ar-
chitecture, skip-gram is usually the default as it
performs better in most evaluation. However,
since Svoboda and Brychcı́n (2016) found out
CBOW performed better in their experiments on
Czech, we experiment with both architectures.

1We hope to overcome this limitation in our future works.

We use Word2Vec implementation provided in
the gensim library (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010).

An important concept introduced in the second
paper (Mikolov et al., 2013b) is negative sam-
pling: when training a word vector, other words
are randomly sampled from the corpus and the
model is penalized for high similarity of their vec-
tors.

3.2 FastText

FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) is an exten-
sion of Word2Vec skip-gram which incorporates
subword information in resulting vectors. Words
are prefixed and suffixed with boundary symbols
and vectors are then trained not only for all words
but also for all n-grams appearing in any of the
words. Boundary symbols are important to dis-
tinguish short words from n-grams appearing in-
side words. Using n-gram embeddings, even vec-
tors for out-of-vocabulary words (i.e. words not
present in training corpus) can be generated.

Please note that even though Bojanowski et al.
(2017) describe the model as using skip-gram, it
can integrate with CBOW architecture. We have
tried using both architectures.

We use the implementation provided in gensim
library (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010).

3.3 GloVe

GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) is a counting
model which utilizes co-occurence matrix, i.e.
numbers of times a word occurs within the con-
text of another word. The basic idea is that if
some words are related to the same concept, the
probability of appearing in their context is much
higher for these words than for any other word.
This ratios need to be captured by the resulting
model. The formulae to capture these similari-
ties/ratios are further weighted so that rarely seen
co-occurences contribute little to the resulting vec-
tors (through loss function) and there’s a limit to
which frequent co-occurencies might contribute.

We use the original implementation provided by
authors.2

3.4 LexVec

LexVec (Salle et al., 2016b,a; Salle and Villavi-
cencio, 2018) is, like GloVe, a counting model. It
again utilizes co-occurence matrix and weights the

2https://github.com/stanfordnlp/GloVe
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errors so that more frequent co-occurences con-
tribute more. It however also employs the negative
sampling (originally introduced as an extension to
skip-gram Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b)) to
force scattering vectors of unrelated words.

Since the first paper, LexVec has been extended
with positional context (i.e. it is not important only
whether word a appeared in the context of word b
but also whether it was to the left or to the right
and how many words there were in between), the
ability to use external memory for storing the co-
occurences (which allows to train on a huge cor-
pus), and finally with subword information (which
allows deriving vectors even for out-of-vocabulary
words).

We use the original implementation provided by
authors.3

3.5 BERT

BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), which stands for
bidirectional encoder representations from trans-
former, is a neural predictive model. It is trained
on sentences rather than on words themselves (ac-
tually, its inputs are sentence pairs) but it does
produce word embeddings. It’s training can be
viewed as a two-step process, the model is first
pre-trained using specific tasks and then fine-tuned
using downstream tasks.

The two tasks used to pretrain the model are
next sentence prediction (i.e. deciding whether
the second sentence really followed the first one
in original text or if it was picked at random)
and something the authors call masked language
model, which is very close to a cloze test (Taylor,
1953). The idea is that some amount of randomly
chosen words is masked (i.e. replaced with a spe-
cial token), and the model has to correctly predict
them.

We do not train the model, we use the dis-
tributed multilingual model 4 and our department
wrapper around it.

Because of its different nature, we evaluate this
model only on similarity datasets (those described
in subsections 5.2 and 5.3).

4 Corpora

In this section, we briefly describe the corpora we
use to train the models on.

3https://github.com/alexandres/lexvec
4https://github.com/google-research/bert

Apart from using different models and corpora
to train on, we have also experimented with two
more settings: token form (i.e. training either on
forms as they appear in the corpora, or on lem-
mata) and keeping/substituting numbers. The sec-
ond idea is rather a concept, though concretized in
numbers – some words have similar function but
come in many different forms (and remain distinct
when lemmatized) so their token counts are low
and they do not take big part in the training. How-
ever, their similar function suggests that they could
still be useful in defining contexts/concepts. We
therefore tried also substituting all numbers (i.e.
tokens tagged as C= by MorphoDiTa tool) with a
meta-word.

For lemmatization of both corpora and datasets,
we have used the MorphoDiTa tool (Straková
et al., 2014).

4.1 Czech Wikipedia dump

As is common in natural language processing, we
use Wikipedia dump as a training corpus. This
corpus consists of short documents (hundreds to
thousands words), the style is encyclopedic but not
really expert. No shuffling has to happen, all co-
occurences are kept as they are. Unfortunately,
Czech Wikipedia is rather small when compared
to the English version, thus we expect it to pro-
duce worse results.

We have used the dump from 1st May 2019. We
have processed the dump with wikiextractor5 and
tokenized it using MorphoDiTa (Straková et al.,
2014) tool.

4.2 CzEng

CzEng (Bojar et al., 2016) is a parallel Czech-
English corpus. The texts in it are of varied do-
mains, including news, fiction, laws, movie sub-
titles and tweets. It is shuffled at block level, i.e.
only a few consecutive sentences are kept together
each time. Each sentence is associated with its do-
main but it is not possible to reconstruct the origi-
nal documents.

We have used version 1.7 and only extracted the
Czech part of CzEng, keeping the tokenization and
lemmatization provided in CzEng. We have re-
ordered the sentences so that all sentences which
share the domain are grouped together.

5http://attardi.github.io/wikiextractor/
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4.3 Czech National Corpus

Czech National Corpus (Křen et al., 2016) is a
large corpus of written Czech. Version SYN v4,
which we have used, contains texts of varying
types, however news are by far the most common.
(This version is not considered representative be-
cause of the prevailing news, but it is much larger
than representative CNC subcorpora.) The cor-
pus is again shuffled at block level, sentences are
linked with the exact document they come from
but their order cannot be reconstructed.

5 Datasets

We describe the existing (as well as no-longer-
existing) datasets suitable for the evaluation of
Czech word embeddings.

5.1 RG-65 Czech (unavailable)

RG-65 Czech (Krčmář et al., 2011) is (or per-
haps used to be) a Czech version of the fa-
mous Rubenstein-Goodenough set (Rubenstein
and Goodenough, 1965), a set on word related-
ness.

In the original set, the data are triplets: two
words and a mean relatedness score as annotated
by human annotators, there are 65 word pairs.

The authors decided to translate the word pairs,
using a reference on the original meanings. Pair
relatedness was annotated by 24 human annotators
of varying age, gender and education. During the
translation and annotation process, a total of 10
pairs was omitted since one of the words could not
be easily translated (or it would be translated to
exactly the same word as the other).

Unfortunately, this dataset seems not to be
available any more. The URL provided in the pa-
per does not work, neither does the first author’s
email. We have tried contacting another author of
the paper but they did not have the data.

We therefore do not evaluate on this dataset,
however we think it should be listed when dis-
cussing all relevant datasets.

5.2 WordSim353-CZ

WordSim353-CZ (Cinková, 2016) is a Czech ver-
sion of WordSim (Finkelstein et al., 2002), which
is another dataset on word relatedness. The data
are again triplets, word pair and a score (though
technically the Czech dataset contains other infor-
mation for each pair).

The author decided to create a dataset as similar
as possible to the original, which especially means
she encouraged the annotators to annotate related-
ness, even though the name refers to similarity.

During the process of creating the dataset, four
candidate translations were suggested for each of
the original pairs, and 25 annotators annotated all
reasonable pairs. The authors then selected the
pairs so that the correlation between Czech and
English rankings is maximal.

A version with all annotated pairs is available
but we stick to the selected subset in our experi-
ments.

5.3 Czech similarity and relatedness

The dataset for Czech similarity and relatedness
(Konopik et al., 2017) not only enables another
evaluation of word similarity, it also addresses
the problem of scoring words which are closely
related but not really similar (those may be e.g.
antonyms or pairs like beach and sand). This
dataset contains 953 words.

The authors decided to build the dataset from
several different resources. They translated ran-
dom pairs from several English datasets, RG-65
(Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965), WordSim
(Finkelstein et al., 2002), MTurk (Radinsky et al.,
2011), Rare words (Luong et al., 2013) and MEN
(Bruni et al., 2014). They also mined translational
data using Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) and CzEng
(Bojar et al., 2016), language part of Czech gen-
eral study tests SCIO, and they invented a few
pairs on their own.

Word pairs were annotated by 5 annotators and
each of them annotated both similarity and relat-
edness, the annotators achieved Spearman corre-
lation of 0.81.

The dataset itself does not contain only the word
pairs and their scores but also examples of their us-
age, examples of ambiguities (sentences contain-
ing the same word with different meaning) and ex-
amples of the two words co-occuring; all examples
were taken from the Czech National Corpus.

5.4 Czech analogy corpus

Czech analogy corpus was presented as a part of
embedding-related experiments by Svoboda and
Brychcı́n (2016), and it mimics the Google anal-
ogy test set.6

6http://download.tensorflow.org/data/questions-words.txt
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It contains 11 relationship categories. Of those,
4 are purely semantic (capital cities and three
groups of antonym relations, further divided based
on part-of-speech), 3 are purely syntactic (noun
plural, verb past tense, adjective gradation), 3 are
rather syntactic (gender variation of job names and
of nationalities, grammatic number variation of
pronouns, including pairs like I and we) and 1 is
rather semantic (family relations, i.e. he-cousin to
she-cousin as father to mother). While family re-
lations is in fact gender variation of family roles,
feminime variants usually cannot be derived from
masculine ones.

There is also a phrase version which contains
some additional categories but we use the version
containing single words only.

5.5 Extended semantic analogies

We have developed four additional analogy cat-
egories and word pairs representing those cate-
gories. These categories are: old or even ar-
chaic words and more modern words with the
same / close enough meaning, e.g. biograf and
kino ’cinema’; diminutives, e.g. máma ’mum’ and
maminka ’mummy’; more foreign-sounding (of-
ten expert) words and their more Czech-sounding
variants, e.g. akceptovat and přijmout ’(to) ac-
cept’; and synonyms.

While we understand and acknowledge the am-
biguity of listed relations, we believe some ambi-
guity accompanies also antonyms and family rela-
tions, and we are curious about the model perfor-
mance.

5.6 Synonym retrieval

We propose evaluating word embeddings also on
synonym retrieval. Using our department the-
saurus, we have randomly selected 500 words
known to have at least 5 synonyms. (No two tested
words are synonyms of each other.)

For each tested word, we find 10 words having
the most similar vectors and we evaluate the top-
1, top-3 and top-5 precision. We do it both with
respect to the answer really given and with respect
to an oracle which would move true synonyms to
top positions whenever they would appear within
the 10 candidates.

Please note that even though Leeuwenberg et al
(2016) have shown that relative cosine similarity
is a better approach to synonym extraction, it does
not make a great difference in our case because we

do not need to set a similarity threshold between
synonyms and non-synonyms.

6 Results

We evaluated all trained models on all available
datasets, with the exception of BERT embed-
dings which were only evaluated on WordSim353-
CZ and Czech similarity and relatedness dataset.
Please keep in mind that we were not able to train
fastText on Czech National Corpus using forms
and LexVec on Czech National Corpus using ei-
ther forms or lemmata.

When evaluating analogies, we have tried using
both 3CosAdd suggested by Mikolov et al (2013b)
and 3CosMul suggested by Levy and Goldbert
(2014) as similarity objective. To evaluate simi-
larity, we use cosine similarity in all tasks.

Since the number of trained and evaluated mod-
els is high, we do not report results for each of the
models. Instead, we do the following:

• Divide the tasks into five groups: syntac-
tic analogies, semantic analogies, extended
analogies, similarity/relatedness assignment
and synonym retrieval. For each group, we
identify all models which achieve the best re-
sult on any task within this group, and for all
such models, we report results on all tasks
within this group. We also report the per-
formace of BERT embeddings on the simi-
larity/relatedness group.

• Report a basic approximation of parame-
ter volatility, given by differences in perfor-
mance when only the parameter in question
is changed.

• Discuss the patterns we have noticed during
our examination of all results.

Table 1 shows the results on syntactic analogies.
Please note that the dominance of models trained
on forms is expected since models trained on lem-
mata are not able to solve purely syntactic tasks
(plural, past tense, pronouns, gradation). The non-
zero accuracy of lemmatized models on plural is
only possible due to a dataset lemmatization error.

The achieved accuracies are pleasing, with a no-
table exception of pronoun analogies. We suspect
this could be because the pronoun analogies in fact
mix several aspects, i.e. there are pairs like já ’I’
- my ’we’ but also mého ’my (sg., i.e. my thing)’
- mých ’my (pl., i.e. my things)’, instead of mého
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fastText Word2Vec Word2Vec LexVec fastText
Wiki CNC CNC CzEng CNC
forms forms forms forms lemmata

3CosMul 3CosAdd 3CosMul 3CosMul 3CosMul
Plural 71.85 64.11 64.04 68.17 2.70
Jobs 83.92 87.54 85.35 80.72 75.00

Past tense 89.02 66.58 67.84 87.79 0.00
Pronouns 7.54 9.79 10.98 10.45 0.00
Gradation 60.00 62.50 60.00 70.00 0.00
Nations 43.18 25.19 28.03 40.15 67.52

Table 1: Results on syntactic analogies; numbers were always kept in place; both Word2Vec and fastText
were trained using CBOW architecture

LexVec Word2Vec LexVec Word2Vec LexVec
CzEng Wiki Wiki CNC CzEng

lemmata lemmata forms lemmata lemmata
meta meta numbers meta numbers

3CosAdd 3CosAdd 3CosAdd 3CosAdd 3CosMul
Anto-nouns 23.33 13.44 17.28 14.72 18.56

Anto-adj 20.96 31.71 3.54 23.17 20.15
Anto-verbs 6.79 5.27 13.66 7.68 6.70
City/state 5.35 41.62 3.03 54.72 5.08

Family 45.99 41.98 8.03 43.83 48.61

Table 2: Results on semantic analogies;

CNC CNC CNC CzEng
numbers meta meta numbers
3CosMul 3CosAdd 3CosMul 3CosMul

Archaic 18.92 15.92 17.72 7.56
Diminutives 25.97 27.66 27.66 13.97

Expert 23.09 19.63 23.48 14.19
Synonyms 20.27 19.79 19.79 26.71

Total 22.80 21.32 23.17 14.83

Table 3: Results on extended analogies; all models were trained using Word2Vec with CBOW architec-
ture, corpus was always lemmatized

’my’ - našeho ’our’. The possessive pronouns are
also given in genitive/accusative (same forms are
used for both cases) while the personal pronouns
are given in nominative.

Results on semantic analogies are reported in ta-
ble 2, and results on extended analogies are given
in table 3.

Consistently with Svoboda and Brychcı́n
(2016), we have found that CBOW outperforms
skip-gram on Czech, which is not consistent with
the results observed on English (Mikolov et al.,
2013b). We hypothesize this could be due to rel-
atively free word order and strong inflection and

conjugation found in Czech. For example, while
the two sentences Profesor pochválil studenta and
Studenta pochválil profesor ’A professor praised a
student’, have a different meaning with respect to
topic-focus articulation, they can be both utilized
in Czech to communicate roughly the same thing.
In English, changing the word order would also
require transforming the verb. Therefore, a single
Czech word could be less predictive than a single
English word, making skip-gram less effective.

The best result is not always achieved using
the largest corpus available. Out of 15 anal-
ogy classes, 4 are best solved when training on
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Wikipedia dump. The difference is very subtle
for noun plural, rather subtle for past tense and
verb antonyms (with LexVec trained on CzEng be-
ing the second in all cases) but high for adjective
antonyms (the best non-wiki model achieves ac-
curacy of 25.67). While we are not able to truly
explain, we suspect several factors could be re-
sponsible: Wikipedia dump is probably more con-
sistent in style than both other corpora (which
are compilations of various sources); many pages
originated as English Wikipedia translation and
thus are likely to follow English stylistics, mak-
ing the language more similar to English; its en-
cyclopaedic nature could make the language more
regular in general. Perhaps these properties could
outweight the corpus size.

However, CNC in general gives good results
on extended analogies. We suppose its size does
make an advantage, though indirectly, by mak-
ing the appearance of queried words in the cor-
pus more likely and their contexts more recogniz-
able (some words are unusual in Czech, especially
words from archaic and expert analogies).

We notice that while syntactic analogies are bet-
ter solved by models trained on forms (with the
exception of gendered nationality analogies), most
semantic analogies are better solved by models
trained on lemmata. We suppose this is due to
large numbers of word forms for each lemma (a
prototypic Czech noun has 14 forms, adjectives
and verbs have even more), further strengthened
by lemmata having some basic sense disambigua-
tion annotation.

The exception to lemmata performing better are
verbal antonyms. The best lemma-based model
achieves accuracy of 10.18, which is notably lower
than the best result. We are not sure about the
cause. However, verbs have lots of forms (which
all get lemmatized to the same string) and many
verbal forms contain auxiliary words, often also
verbal. The combination of that could make dis-
tinguisting contexts more difficult.

Table 4 gives the results on similarity tasks. To
evaluate BERT on Czech similarity and related-
ness dataset, we extracted all example sentences
(which are given to demonstrate the use of the
word with the desired meaning) and inferred the
embeddings of all words in them. We then used
the embeddings of the queried words to evaluate
the model.7

7Technically, we first associated the word with a unique

We were quite surprised to see the relatively
low results of BERT, compared to other models.
We suspect the elimination of accented charac-
ters could hurt BERT performance since accents
may differentiate meaning in Czech and the re-
moval of accented characters might produce the
same string (as turning both malý ’small (mascu-
line)’ and malá ’small (feminime)’ into mal; můra
’moth’ and mı́ra ’measure, rate’ to mra) or even
to valid Czech words (as turning zeď ’wall’ into
ze ’from’). However, this should be rather rare,
except for systematic occurences as with the mas-
culine and feminime adjectives.

We find it more likely that BERT performance
is hurt by inferring embeddings of rather artificial
sentences. For WordSim, the sentences had only
the queried words. For the similarity and related-
ness dataset, these were true sentences, but with-
out further context.

The results on synonym retrieval are reported
in table 5. We again see that CBOW architecture
outperforms skip-gram, which might be because
of relatively free word order in Czech. The effect
could be even stronger in context of synonym re-
trieval, as the distinction e.g. between subject and
object could also be the distinction between (near-
)synonym and (near-)antonym verb.

The corpus size might be a more important fac-
tor than model selection for synonym retrieval.
Even though moving from forms to lemmata helps
both in general and specifically with this task,
models trained on unlemmatized CNC often out-
performed models trained on lemmatized CzEng.
However, Word2Vec/CBOW trained on smaller
lemmatized corpus still outperformed other mod-
els trained on CNC. Unfortunately, we cannot be
sure about the performance of LexVec on CNC
but its performance on CzEng is 30%-70% of
word2vec/CBOW performance with the remain-
ing parameters matching.

We have also noticed that while oracle precision
is good, the synonyms often do not come first. The
exact precisions differ but for all models, the real
precision is one third to one half of oracle preci-
sion.

In all our experiments, GloVe did not perform

identifier, added the identifier and the inferred embedding to a
special model using gensim, and finally evaluated this special
model against the translation of the dataset into the identifiers.
The identifiers are needed since embeddings are contextual-
ized, i.e. different for the same word in different contexts, but
gensim only supports mapping one word to one embedding.
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fastText LexVec BERT
CNC CzEng
meta numbers

SimRel/Similarity 72.45 65.39 46.90
SimRel/Relatedness 66.51 62.14 38.63

WordSim353-CZ 69.17 70.41 13.88

Table 4: Results (Spearman correlation coefficient) on similarity tasks; All models were trained on
lemmatized corpus; fastText was trained using CBOW architecture

numbers meta-numbers
Top-1 oracle 78.10 74.79
Top-3 oracle 47.80 49.45
Top-5 oracle 32.07 32.48

Top-1 precision 35.12 33.88
Top-3 precision 26.86 26.45
Top-5 precision 21.65 22.15

Table 5: Results on synonym retrieval; Models
were trained using Word2Vec/CBOW on lemma-
tized CNC

well. The rank of best performing GloVe model
was usually around 30, therefore being worse than
about a quarter of all other models. It is however
possible that GloVe would benefit from tweaking
the parameters more carefully. Altering a param-
eter often has the opposite effect on GloVe than
on other modesl, which also encourages this as-
sumption. Still, it should be noted that this result
again is consistent with the findings of Svoboda
and Brychcı́n (2016), who discovered GloVe per-
formed worse than Word2Vec on Czech.

Despite all the research into incorporating sub-
word information into embeddings (which is,
among other, motivated by morphologically rich
languages), models trained on lemmata perform
better that their counterparts trained on forms.
Tasks which require form distinguishing are a nat-
ural exception to this. We suspect this gap is par-
tially caused by some forms being quite different
from its lemma (and therefore hardly connectable
on form/subword level), by lots of forms being
only seemingly similar (sharing a long substring
but meaning a different thing), and also by some
forms appearing in specific contexts only (mak-
ing the model learn a relation more specific than
it should be).

However, we believe performing a strictly syn-
tactic evaluation of embeddings which would
focus on deriving correctly inflected/conjugated

forms would be an interesting experiment to evalu-
ate to benefits of subword information in morpho-
logically rich languages.

As has been already mentioned, CBOW outper-
forms skip-gram on Czech. The difference is big-
ger on syntactic analogies; CBOW advantage is
less clear in fastText models than Word2Vec mod-
els and on similarity tasks (in which CBOW only
outperforms skip-gram if trained on lemmata).

Word2Vec with CBOW architecture generally
performs well, though there are tasks (especially
similarity assignment) on which LexVec gives no-
tably better results.

Number substitution with meta-words alters the
results only slightly. Though sometimes the best
result is achieved by a model trained on text with
those meta-words, the substitution hurts more of-
ten than it helps.

Similarly, the difference in analogy perfor-
mance between different similarity objectives is
rather subtle, though it is notable that semantic
analogies are generally best solved with 3CosAdd
objective while syntactic analogies are generally
best solved with 3CosMul. However, this pat-
tern is not repeated in extended analogies which
are mostly semantic but best solved with 3CosMul
(though the results on extended analogies are low
which might further reduce the effect of similarity
objective).

In general, training on CzEng instead of CNC
results in worse results, suggesting CNC is more
appropriate for training word embeddings. The
difference of size is likely to play a role, but with-
out further investigations we cannot eliminate the
possibility that the fact that CzEng is comprised of
more different text types also worsens (or possibly
improves) the results.

The comparison of training with CzEng and
Wikipedia dump is less one-sided. In most cases,
moving from CzEng to Wikipedia dump has a
negative impact, however it does improve the re-
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Parameter Mean Deviation Maximum
model 9.61 12.62 87.54
corpus 7.22 9.38 55.61

form/lemma 13.87 19.85 89.02
form/lemma* 5.89 6.36 30.30

numbers 1.13 1.70 15.00
similarity objective 1.58 2.34 18.54

Table 6: Approximation of parameter volatility given by the distribution of performance differences
(percent points) when altering the parameter with all remaining parameters fixed; Minimum difference
is always 0; similarity objective is only taken into account on analogy tasks; * line refers to values when
skipping noun plural, past tense, pronouns and gradation which are by nature unsolvable by lemmata-
based models

sults on several task/model combinations (espe-
cially syntactic analogies). We also noticed that
on similarity assignment, LexVec performs better
than most models when both are trained on CzEng
but worse when trained on Wikipedia dump (the
comparison for CNC is not available). The effects
of moving from CNC to Wikipedia dump are sim-
ilar to effects of moving from CNC to CzEng (i.e.
usually negative).

7 Conclusion

We have presented an intrinsic evaluation of Czech
word embeddings. We have evaluated several
models trained on three different corpora, using
different strategies during the training process. We
have evaluated the resulting embeddings on a vari-
aty of tasks – analogy, similarity, synonym re-
trieval.

The most important of our findings, regard-
ing model selection, are that GloVe model us-
ing the default parameter settings does not seem
to work well on Czech, that CBOW architecture
of Word2Vec/fastText generally outperforms the
Skip-gram architecture (unlike on English) and
that LexVec performs fairly well in our experi-
ments. It is worth noting that model selection af-
fected the results more than corpus selection.

While bigger corpus might be expected to give
better results, our results regarding corpus size
are mixed. In most cases, the best performing
model is trained on CNC, the largest corpus we
have used, and if the best result is achieved using
CzEng, the model is usually LexVec (which we
were not able to train on CNC). However, the best
result in several tasks is achieved using Wikipedia
dump. We hypothesize the encyclopaedic nature
of Wikipedia and the similarity of its language to

English (following from many pages being trans-
lated or based on their English counterparts) could
be important factors.

We have also found that models trained on lem-
matized corpus usually perform better. Given that
lemmatization tools are available for Czech, we
would therefore recommend lemmatizing the text
even when training on models which employ sub-
word information. We hypothesize the differences
of forms as well as some basic sense disambigua-
tion might play a role.

We have several future goals which have
emerged from the described work. Obviously,
overcoming the limitations and being able to train
all models on any corpus is one of them. We ex-
pect to try reformumalting the analogy task so that
there can be more than one correct answer (which
is clearly useless for tasks like currect capitals but
might be interesting for tasks like antonyms or
diminutives). We would also like to create more
syntactic tasks to further evaluate the benefits of
subword information, train the models on corpora
subsets to better evaluate the effect of using bigger
corpus, and carefully evaluate analogies and syn-
onym retrieval using contextualized embeddings.
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